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ABSTRACT
Background: Practical work is an essential component of science teaching and learning. Medicine is an applied science, interpreting evidence and applying it to real life, so the practical research-based activity program (PRBAP) may be considered as a good way for learning at medical schools; Methods: The traditional activity programs which were used by our physiology department for years became non-interesting ways for gaining new skills so constructing a PRBAP was of considerable importance. PRABP was evaluated by student feedbacks on designed Likert scale with five items for student enjoyment assessment and six items for developed key skills and by calculating the mean score of students’ grades and the number of first year students finished their physiology course; Results: In this study, the twenty students that participated in PRBAP showed a positive response to nearly most items on Likert scale, P < 0.001 for all five items of enjoyment assessment when compared to non-PRBAP students. Also PRBAP students showed significant difference in group working and communication skills, Individual study skills, Practical skills, and time management when compared to non-PRBAP students. PRBAP students showed significant difference in the number who finished their first year physiology course compared to the non-PRBAP students of the same academic year, however no significant difference in the mean score of grades. Conclusion: PRBAP appears to be a good way for generating motivation for learning and also to demonstrate the relevance of physiology among students.

INTRODUCTION

Teaching knowledge as sets of facts to be stored and retrieved to answer anticipated test questions is hardly a form of learning and certainly not effective for long term retention (Trottier, 1999). Teaching and learning techniques have recently changed from its formal lecture-based teaching and activities to become more student-centered. These changes are due to the fact that intrinsic motivation has the most positive impact on student performance (Williams and Deci 1998). It is now documented that students can learn more effectively when actively involved in the learning process (Bonwell and Eison, 1991 & Sivan et al., 2000).

The number of undergraduates reporting research experiences has increased at all types of college and universities (Hu et al., 2007). The Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) defines research as an inquiry or investigation, conducted by an undergraduate student that makes an original intellectual or creative contribution to the discipline (Council on Undergraduate Research, 2014).

While various teaching methods can be used, practical work has a key role in the teaching of evidence provided that the type of practical work is selected carefully with a clear purpose in mind (Gott and Doggan, 1996).

Practical work is defined as any teaching and learning activity which involves at some point the students in observing or manipulating real objects and...
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Practical research is an essential component of science teaching and learning (Miller, 2004). The House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, for example, declared that: practical work, including fieldwork, is a vital part of science education. It helps students to develop their understanding of science, appreciate that science is based on evidence and acquire hands-on skills that are essential if students are to progress in science. Students should be given the opportunity to do exciting and varied experimental and investigative work (House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2002).

The practical research approach is one way in which such active learning strategies can be implemented in our institutions. It is important to bear in mind the significant differences between research scientists exploring the boundaries of the known and students trying to come to terms with already accepted knowledge. In the context of teaching scientific knowledge, practical research work is best seen as a practice and not as discovery (Nuffield Foundation, 2014).

Medicine is an applied science, interpreting evidence and applying it to real life by using clinical reasoning skills and experience (Abraham et al., 2004), so the practical-based research is important for medical students, to demonstrate the relevance of physiology teaching among students by integrating clinical experience with teaching to generate enthusiasm and motivation for learning.

Participants and methods
This study was conducted at the department of Physiology, Faculty of medicine, Menoufia University. The undergraduate medical program at Menoufia University, Faculty of medicine, is a six-year academic program. The students are taught preclinical subjects in the first three years. The first two year subjects include Anatomy, Physiology, Biochemistry, and histology. The first-year physiology curriculum contains: general physiology, blood, nerve and muscle, autonomic nervous system, cardiovascular, respiratory and gastrointestinal physiology.

Study design:
The students participated in this study were (448) Students attending their first academic year in 2013-2014. Twenty students choose to participate in the practical research-based activity program (PRBAP) and the remaining students (n=428) participated in the non-practical research-based activity programs (non-PRBAP). They were divided into two groups as follows: I) PRBAP students II) non-PRBAP students At the end of the program twenty students were randomly selected from each group to answer the designed questionnaire of Likert scale. Students' final results were used to calculate the mean score of students' grades and the number of first year students finished their physiology course the sample size of group II students increased to include all the non-PRBAP students (n=428).

The traditional non-PRBAP activities:
Non-PRBAP traditional activities in our physiology department includes review researches that involve gathering information about a required topic from different sources such as: internet, medical books, journals etc., and writing a review article about this topic or present it in oral presentation or poster.

The practical research-based activity program (PRBAP)
Students participated in this program on their request. They were further divided into three working groups, each group guided for selection of a practical topic from their curriculum to work on, and then they left freely to distribute the work burden. All students were continually guided and followed up throughout the determined period till completion of the program.

Constructions of PRBAP
About 12 hours (1 h/w) were needed for teaching research techniques and for following up students work and guiding them.
- Teaching the students how to construct a research, title, aim, introduction, materials and methods, results, and discussion
- Lectures about collecting information from different sources, how to select the reliable source and how to keep the reference and formatting them properly
- Practical sessions required to make the student capable of using their selected practical tool.
- Putting a plan for the materials and methods required, the form of information collected as raw data, and inclusion and exclusion criteria.
- Teaching the students how to make some statistics for their collected results.
- Teaching the students how to represent their data in the form of tables and figures in simplified forms.
- Explain how to discuss their results and write good explanations.
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Examples of the topics included
Example 1: Arterial blood pressure in manual workers versus office workers in different age groups
Example 2: Cold stress test as a tool for prediction of hypertension in chronic renal patients versus chronic chest patients
Example 3: Cold stress test for prediction of hypertension in females from different age groups.

Designed questionnaire of Likert scale:
These scales use fixed choice response formats and are designed to measure attitudes or opinions (Likert, 1932 & Rattray and Jones 2005). At the end of the program, feedbacks on designed eleven items of the Likert scale, ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree, were collected from the students. Five items for Enjoyment Assessment and six items to assess Developing Key Skills as shown in table 1, beside a free area for expressing what they liked or didn't like about their physiology activity. Based on the item, the respondent will choose a number from 1 to 5 using the criteria below: 1) strongly agree. 2) Somewhat agree. 3) neutral/no opinion. 4) Somewhat disagree. 5) Strongly disagree.

Table 1: Designed Likert scale for Enjoyment and Developed Key Skills Assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enjoyment assessment:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>I didn't know what I should have learnt from the physiology activity I just completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>I like doing physiology activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>In the physiology activity I just completed I learnt something useful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>I wish all physiology activities were just like the one I completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>The physiology activity I just completed is too hard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Develop Key Skills Assessment:

| Item 1 | Item 1 - The physiology activity I just finished added an experience of group working skills and communication skills (Group working and communication skills). |
| Item 2 | Encouraged me to carry out independent research outside the lecture (Individual study skills). |
| Item 3 | Encouraged me to utilize a number of different sources, i.e. Internet, library, laboratory results and contacting experts (Information gathering and analysis). I enjoyed the hands-on approach I have done in my activity and learned a new practical skill (Practical skills). |
| Item 4 | I had meetings with academic staff to ensure progress during the activity rather than all the work being left to the last week (Time management). |
| Item 5 | I presented my work in a variety of formats, oral presentations, articles, posters and reports (Presentation skills). |

The total score of physiology grades:
The total final score of physiology grades for first year students include; attendance of practical sessions, four end courses assessments, activity program, final practical assessments, end year oral assessments and end year recall assessment, which were conducted by all our staff members.

The total score of grades is 250 degree and the pass mark is 150.
Also the number of students attended the final exams and succeeded to finish their first year physiology course were used to compare both groups.
Table 2: PRBAP Students’ feedback on Likert scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Somewhat agree</th>
<th>Neutral/no opinion</th>
<th>Somewhat disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment assessment:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I didn't know what I should have learnt from the physiology activity I just completed.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I like doing physiology activity.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. In the physiology activity I just completed I learnt something useful.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I wish all physiology activities were just like the one I completed.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The physiology activity I just completed is too hard.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop key skills:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Group working and communication skills</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Individual study skills</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Information gathering and analysis</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Practical skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Time management</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Presentation skills</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRBAP, Practical research-based activity program. Total number = 20 students

Statistical analysis

Data were expressed as mean ± standard error (X±SE). The data were analyzed statistically using student t-test for comparison between two independent group means and chi square test (x²-test) to study the association between two variables and comparison between two independent groups in terms of categorized data. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant and p<0.01 or 0.001 is highly significant.

RESULTS

In this study, Students shared in the practical research-based activity program (n = 20) showed a positive response to nearly most items of Likert scale. The numbers of students choose from agreement to disagreement on Likert scale represented in table 2.

Enjoyment assessment results

This study showed the effect of using practical research as a base of physiology activity program on student enjoyment recorded by Likert scale when compared to students used the non-practical research-based activity program. Students who performed the PRBAP had a more positive enjoyment assessment of physiology activities. There were significant (p<0.001) effect of using PRBAP on the mean student response to all 5 items Likert items of enjoyment assessment (4.55 ± 0.14, 1.35 ±0.13, 1.45 ± 0.28, 1.8 ±0.23 & 1.9 ± 0.14) when compared to the corresponding responses of students using non-PRBAP (2.45 ±0.31, 3.1 ± 0.3, 3 ±0.33, 3.7 ± 0.33 & 3.05 ± 0.28) respectively (figure 1).
Fig. 1: Students response on a Likert scale (Mean± SE) for each item of the enjoyment of physiology activity either; non-PRBAP (non-practical research-based activity program) or PRBAP (practical research-based activity program) groups. On the Likert scale a response of 1 meant the student strongly agreed with a statement while a response of 5 meant the student strongly disagreed.

* indicates p-value < 0.001.

Fig. 2: Students response on Likert scale (Mean± SE) for each item of the developed key skills in physiology activity either; non-PRBAP (non-practical research-based activity program) or PRBAP (practical research-based activity program). On the Likert scale a response of 1 meant the student strongly agreed with a statement while a response of 5 meant the student strongly disagreed.

* indicates p-value < 0.05.
The mean score of students' grades at the end of first year physiology course academic year 2013-2014
Scores are expressed as mean grades obtained from the sum of grades during the entire physiology course (total 250). The mean grades (Mean± SE) of PRBAP students (n=20) was (193.2±5.2) which was insignificant (t=1.297 & P= 0.195) compared to the rest of non-PRBAP students who attended the final exam (n=387) whose mean grades was (184 ± 1.6) (figure 3).

The number of students who finished the first year physiology course at the academic year 2013-2014
The total number of first year students was (448 students); (42) students failed to get the pass-marks and (41) students didn't attend the final end year exam, the total number of students who didn't finish the first year physiology course was (83) students. Table 3 shows that as regard finishing the first year physiology course for PRBAP and non-PRBAP students there was a significant difference (p<0.05).

DISCUSSION
Students attending our medical college are students with the highest scores in the final secondary school exam all over the country. They come to our college with big dreams of becoming great doctors helping people. Their big dream is one day they may become like our inspiring Professor Sir Magdy Yacoub, who is the most famous cardiac surgeon in Egypt and all-over the world. But unfortunately most of their dreams are destroyed from the first year under the heaviness and the dullness of the academic subjects with rarity of clinical senses. So I tried to change that by integrating the physiology with some clinical researches dealing with humans within accepted limits- to regain students' interest in physiology studying. Changing the activity associated with the physiology course for some students from non-PRBAP to PRBAP significantly improved their interest and enjoyment in studying physiology as shown from the significant difference in all 5 items recorded from Likert scale about enjoyment. There is also evidence that students find practical work relatively useful and enjoyable as compared with other science teaching and learning activities (Cerini et al., 2003).

PRBAP students liked the physiology activity program and wished that all physiology activities were just like the PRBAP. This was obvious also from their comment as some of them mentioned that they were very happy when they entered the hospital, met the patients and measured their blood pressure, even the relatives who came for visits asked the students to measure their blood pressure too, this gave the students a good feeling of being somewhat like clinicians and restored some of the dreams which they came to the college with.

PRBAP students significantly mentioned that their activity was too hard compared to non-PRBAP students, this is because they didn't have a previous experience to do or learn about research methodology, analyze the data or write a research, and also they hardly found the time for their practical research, also some of them were new in dealing with technology as using different computer programs and internet. Working in a team for students who didn't know each other were a challenge too. However this didn't prevent them from enjoying their activity and accepting the hardness of it as intrinsic motivation, reflects the highest degree of self-determination (Ryan and Deci, 2002)
Also their enjoyment comes from their feeling that this activity is important and useful. They significantly agreed that they knew what they should have learnt from it and they confirmed that they learnt something useful and gained lots of skills, for that they accepted the hardness and difficulties of the program. Students of PRBAP showed statistically developed skills compared to non-PRBAP as they gained group working and communication skills because field work increase communication among members of the group. The variations of students experience add to each other and they can capitalize on one another’s resources and skills (Chiu, 2008).

PRBAP significantly increased individual study skills compared to non-PRBAP as increasing their motivation increased the student abilities, this was in agreement with Rodenbaugh and colleagues who stated that students are naturally curious with powerful intrinsic motives to challenge and test their knowledge. Specifically, as students learn, they acquire new knowledge and are eager to practice and test their abilities (Rodenbaugh et al., 2014). Most Practitioners would agree that good-quality practical work can engage students, help them to develop important skills, help them to understand the process of scientific investigation, and develop their understanding of concepts (Woodley, 2009).

Transforming the practical work to full practical based-research gives the student insight into scientific research methods and gives them experience to develop their scientific attitudes. That is why PRBAP students significantly encouraged carrying out independent research outside of the lecture which is considered development in their individual study skills. PRBAP significantly increased students’ practical skills not only by repeating the experiments they used in their practical research but also by collecting data and analyzing them which is considered the base of research skills.

Table 3: The number of students finished the first year physiology course at the academic year 2013-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Students finished their course (n=365)</th>
<th>Students didn't finish their course (n=83)</th>
<th>X²-test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRBAP students (n=20)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.7605</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non PRBAP students (n=428)</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRBAP, Practical research-based activity program
P value <0.05 significant

Time management significantly improved with PRBAP compared to non-PRBAP because increased motivation of students and enjoyments prevented the delay of work which is usually associated with other students' studying tasks and duties. Unfortunately not all PRBAP students found the time to present their researches because they started in their research late in this academic year, they take long time as it was a new experience for them and also the plenty of end courses exams for all subjects delayed them. The mean score of students’ grades at the end of first year physiology course were insignificant in PRBAP students compared to the non-PRBAP students, this may be explained by the distribution of the grades in our department where the higher grades depend on the recall and oral exams compared to the practical exam. Also traditional measures fail to assess significant learning outcomes; a test might be valid for one purpose but inappropriate for other purposes (Dietel et al 1991). Also homogenous cross-section enrolled in both groups cannot be guaranteed. It is entirely possible that the demographics and mental capabilities of the two groups may be different (Latif, 2014). The number of PRBAP students that finished the first year physiology course was significantly different from non PRBAP students for since all of them finished their physiology course with no one absent from the final recall exam or had not got the pass marks. The practical research program made the student more self-confident and had more courage facing the exam. Nagda and colleagues found that working on research with a faculty member contributed to student persistence at the University (Nagda et al., 1998). Being involved in a research project as an undergraduate is associated with various desirable effects such as persistence, graduate school study, and future career choice (Pascarella and Terenzini, 2005).
Conclusion
Non-PRBAP which was used by our physiology department for years became an old and non-interesting way for gaining new skills. Medicine is an applied science, interpreting evidence and applying it to real life. So PRBAP may be considered as a good way for learning. PRBAP is important to generate motivation for learning and to demonstrate the relevance of physiology among students by integrating clinical experience within their activity.
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